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DEUTERONOMY, CHAPTER 1
And I charged your Judges at that time, Saying, 
Hear the causes between your brethren, 
and judge righteously between every man and his brother, 
and the stranger that is with him.
Ye shall not respect persons in judgement; 
but ye shall hear the small as well as the great; 
ye shall not be afraid of the face of man; 
for the judgement is God’s: and the cause that is too hard for you, 
bring it unto me, and I will hear it.
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SELECTED CANONS FROM THE CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT

100.5 A Judge or Candidate for Elective Judicial Office Shall Refrain From Inappropriate
Political Activity

    (4) A judge or non-judge who is a candidate for public election to judicial office:

     (a) shall maintain the dignity appropriate to judicial office and act in a manner consistent
with the integrity and independence of the judiciary, and shall encourage members of the 
candidate’s family to adhere to the same standards of political conduct in support of the 
candidate as apply to the candidate;
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It is that time again, in
which we all gather to
learn, exchange ideas,

laugh, meet old and make
new friends at the annual
conference. As noted in this
edition of The Magistrate,
the conference is being
held once again in Niagara
Falls, September 27, 2015 -
September 30. 2015.  

The Conference Committee has done an outstanding
job preparing programs that will educate, enlighten
and entertain everyone.  I am sure you will not be
disappointed with the topics and presenters selected
for this year.

This past year as President has been exciting.  I have
traveled to numerous county meetings to advise 
the members what was current in the state of our
association.  The meetings gave me an opportunity
to answer questions of the members and also 
bring back suggestions to better our association. 
It has been a privilege to represent all town and 
village judges.  

At this time, hearings are continuing across the
state pertaining to the requirement of counsel at
arraignment.  NYSMA is monitoring the hearings.
As previously reported, NYSMA is part of the 
planning group that will eventually create a policy
that all town and village courts will follow.

Work continues with the NYSMCCA to create a
proposal for mandatory training for court clerks.
Both organizations have very talented individuals
assessing what will be required as well as how to
implement the plan once approved by OCA.

I am asking for your assistance with our legislative
agenda.  It will require your input to pass the 
needed changes we have put forth. The Legislative
Committee will continue to send out notices to your

email addresses asking you to contact your state 
representatives requesting their support. 

My apologies to Kevin McGraw, I wrongly “retired”
Kevin in the summer edition of The Magistrate.  
It was Kevin Riley that recently retired. Our 
best wishes to Kevin Riley and we thank him for his
many contributions.  

Sadly, while preparing this issue, we lost a long time
judge, Past President of the NYSMA and friend, the
Honorable Oliver M. McGraw. Judge McGraw,
affectionately known as “Ollie”, began his career as
a village justice in 1956. He served as President of
NYSMA in 1971-72.  Our condolences go out to
Ollie’s wife, Yvonne and the entire McGraw family.
He will certainly be missed.

The 106th annual conference is being held in
Niagara Falls and I look forward to seeing everyone
again this year.  NYSMA and The New York State
Magistrates Court Clerks Association are holding a
joint conference. The elective courses, aside from
Core A and B, are excellent. The wide range of 
topics and quality of presenters will certainly make
this conference memorable. If you have never
attended the annual conference, this is the year you
should.  The committees have excelled in their
efforts to make this one to remember.   

This is my last President’s Message as President of
NYSMA.  It truly has been an honor to represent
the town and village judges of New York State.  The
kindness and generosity of the county associations
shown to me has been greatly appreciated.  It has
been a privilege to be invited to your meetings and
meet everyone.  Thank you for this opportunity.

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE 

Hon. 
Dennis G. Quinn
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Highlights of the June 6, 2015 Executive
Committee Meeting held at the High
Peaks Resort are presented for your

information.

President Dennis G. Quinn welcomed all 
members. He noted his numerous County
Magistrates Association visits. Discussion was
held on many of the Committee reports. 

Hon. Edward G. Van Der Water and Judge
Donald Magill both moved to approve two 
recommendations for proposed bylaw change to
be forwarded to the general membership for a
vote at the Annual Business Meeting. 

Hon. Robert Bogle moved to add to our
Legislative Agenda the following item: it is the
obligation of the State of New York to provide
counsel at arraignment and paid for as provided
by the State of New York. 

Hon. Sidney Farber moved to commit to the
Crowne Plaza in Lake Placid for the 2016
NYSMA Annual Conference.

Hon. Sidney Farber moved to create a committee
to select eight candidates from the applications
submitted and select four recipients for the
2015 Annual Conference Scholarships.

Hon. Edward Van Der Water moved to approve
expenditures for four members of NYSMA to
attend and represent NYSMA at the Arlington
Cemetery Laying of the Wreath Ceremony on
April 7, 2016.

Executive Committee Highlights

Judicial Robes
Gavels

Manufacturers of
Clerical Apparel • School Uniforms • Pulpit Choir •Judicial Robes 

& Graduation Caps & Gowns
*In Stock For Immediate Delivery *Tailored for Men & Women*
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247 West 37th Street, New York, NY 10018

800#:(800) 95-CRAFT PHONE:(212) 764-6122 FAX:(212) 997-7318
Marvin@duffyandquinn.com    www.churchrobesstore.com
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Off the Bench by Thomas Creasing: Ferguson Again

If reports are accurate, rather
than administering justice, it
was actually a system for

obtaining 14 percent of the city
budget from ... let’s be polite and
call them “highly questionable”
... practices. The similarly sized
city of Webster Groves is only 
7 percent funded by court fines
and fees. Here in the 25 percent
smaller city of Hermiston, that
number is (last time I looked)
right around 3 percent because
compliance, not compensation,
is the ultimate goal of the
Hermiston court.

Two interesting items out of
that report and reporting: The
first is that the comedic social-
comment sorts have noticed,
with predictable results. For
instance, John Oliver, of HBO’s
“Last Week Tonight,” has an 18-
minute dissertation on the topic
of municipal violations, available
on YouTube for those of you
who (like myself) don’t have
HBO. When you’ve lost the
comedic social commentariat,
you know you’re in trouble.
Evidence of that trouble is
demonstrated in the recent 
resignations of Ferguson’s
municipal judge and chief of police.

True, Oliver’s commentary
leaves a lot out in the interest 
of humor — but it’s advocacy,
not information. As one local

attorney who’d seen the video
put it, “He never mentions that
people shouldn’t drive while
suspended and thus get more
tickets.” It also seems that many
of the defendants seem to have a
universal defendant problem:
not showing up when they
should. Ignoring a legal problem
does not make it go away.

That said, it may well be that the
courts those defendants deal with
were completely unsympathetic,
with “Pay up — or else”
inscribed over the door in Latin
(“Redde, aut sursum,” for those
interested). Admittedly, the “or
else” can occur in Hermiston’s
court, but only after a long
process in which a defendant
works hard to demonstrate 
his disinterest in obeying the
law or court orders. “Or else”
should not be an only — or 
the first — municipal violation
enforcement policy.

The second item of interest is
that Oregon has in the legislative
hopper the previously mentioned
HB3399. That House Bill has
two parts: The first is that it
would make all municipal and
justice courts in the state
“recording courts,” not to be
confused with “courts of record,”
such as circuit court. It would
require all court proceedings be
recorded and available for up to

a year after the proceeding. The
bill would also require that all
judges in the state either be
attorneys or have certificates
from the National Judicial College
in Reno, Nevada. Although the
bill requires a one-year course,
sponsors have said that will be
changed to a requirement for
only a six-week course.

In short, the problems in
Ferguson are having a ripple
effect that will cause a number
of problems — including costs
— out here. Part two of this 
column will discuss and
evaluate just what some of those
costs and problems are, since
Oregonians are going to be on
the hook for paying the costs of
that remediation.

However, that’s just the ... let’s
be polite and call it an “opinion”
... of an opinionated guy. Share
your polite — or not — opinions
in response with letters to the
editor or by email to hermiston-
heraldoffthebench@gmail.com.
Names of the terminally shy will
be withheld on request.

— Thomas Creasing is the
Hermiston Municipal Court
judge and Herald columnist

Thomas Creasing writes about the uncomplimentary report about Ferguson, Missouri.

Ferguson, Missouri, has made it back into the news, this time because of the ... let’s be polite and call it
“uncomplimentary” ... report issued by the federal Department of Justice in regard to the ... let’s be polite and
call them “shenanigans” ... that were an ongoing part and parcel of the city’s “justice” system.
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An Overview of the Sovereign Citizen Movement
by Daniel M. Killelea, Esq.

June 2015

Maybe you’ve seen a Uniform Traffic
Ticket returned to the courthouse
with the words “Refused for Causes:

Violation of Due Process” scrawled across it in
red ink. Or perhaps you’ve been confronted by
a defendant demanding to see your oath of
office or the prosecutor’s license to practice law.
Worse yet, maybe you’ve even been served with
a federal lawsuit accusing you and your court
staff of having violated someone’s God-given
rights under the “common law” and the United
States Constitution.

If you have, you are certainly not alone, as 
such confusing and oftentimes intimidating
encounters have become more and more 
common in courthouses across New York State.
A growing number of self-described “Sovereign
Citizens,” who are far-right anarchists who
believe our government is illegitimate and that
our laws do not apply to them, have become
bolder in taking action against a court system
they view as corrupt. Not formally organized,
and described by the FBI as “domestic terrorists,”
Sovereign Citizens have committed acts ranging
from the harassment of court personnel and
judges to the murder of law enforcement 
officers.  And town and village justices as well
as their court clerks, who are most often the
first members of our court system to come into
contact with such individuals, are finding
themselves more and more on the “front lines”
of a growing conflict.

What is a Sovereign Citizen?
Sovereign Citizen ideology can trace its origins
to the white supremacist movement in the
Pacific Northwest in the late 1960’s, where a
loosely organized far-right social movement
known as “Posse Comitatus” (meaning “force
of the county” in Latin) arose.  This movement
held that the highest legitimate form of 
government was at the county level, and the
highest legitimate law enforcement agency was

the county sheriff. State and Federal governments
and their respective branches and agencies
were therefore viewed as corrupt and illegitimate,
and those who came to describe themselves as
Sovereign Citizens felt that these governments
therefore had no authority over them.

This illegitimacy of the federal government
was, they believe, rooted in the passage of the
14th Amendment to the United States
Constitution in 1868. According to their beliefs,
the 14th Amendment created an entirely new
class of citizens whose rights were only granted
to them by the government—as opposed to
Sovereign Citizens, whose rights were granted
by God, and guaranteed by the founders of the
United States in the U.S. Constitution.  The
first of these lesser “14th Amendment Citizens”
or “citizens of the United States” were, of
course, those of African descent born in the
United States, since the citizenship clause of
the 14th Amendment had granted them 
citizenship and served to overrule the U.S.
Supreme Court’s 1857 decision in Dred Scott v.
Sanford.  Sovereign Citizens, however, believe
that these “citizens of the United States” came
to include not just those of African descent, but
anyone who acquiesced in the illegitimate 
government’s various assertions of authority
over them. And so Sovereign Citizens believe
that by continued participation in the institutions
and functions of this corrupt corporate 
government (such as through the payment of
income taxes, or property taxes, or the use of a
Social Security number) these lesser citizens
were willingly subjugating themselves to a 
government overlord, and to “corporate slavery.”

Sovereign Citizens also believe that the illegitimacy
of the federal government is evidenced by the
abandonment of the Gold Standard in 1933.  

Continued on Page 6
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Once U.S. currency was no longer backed by
gold reserves, Sovereign Citizens believe that
the federal government became bankrupt and
began to use its citizens as collateral for trade
with foreign nations.  As a result of this, they
believe that each citizen is assigned a monetary
value at birth based upon his or her expected
lifetime earnings, and that the government
deposits that amount into a secret U.S.
Treasury account it has created for each 
person.  These secret treasury accounts are 
evidenced by the issuance of Social Security
numbers and birth certificates, upon which
only capital letters are used.  Because this 
differs from common grammatical practice
wherein only the first letter of a person’s first
and last name is capitalized, Sovereigns believe
it indicates that a “shell” identity is being 
referenced—a “Straw Man.”  By utilizing a
process known as “Redemption,” Sovereign
Citizens believe that they can then separate
themselves from this collateral “shell” identity,
or “Straw Man,” and gain access to the monies
in their secret treasury account to satisfy all of
their debts.

The most fundamental of the Sovereign
Citizens’ beliefs, and the one which puts them
most directly at odds with our courts and 
those who work in our court system, is that 
the laws of our state and federal governments
do not apply to them.  Sovereign Citizens are
fundamentally anarchists who regularly 
reference arcane language in court decisions
and various obscure statutes to support their
conviction that our government and laws are
illegitimate, corrupt, and need not be obeyed.
At their most innocuous level, Sovereign
Citizens will vigorously challenge matters as
simple as Uniform Traffic Tickets through 
the filing of voluminous and often nonsensical
motions.  They may attempt to take up as much
of the Court’s time as possible by engaging in
rambling monologues about the historical
“common law” bases for their beliefs along with
their explanations of why the Court has no
jurisdiction over them.  They may also file 
voluminous motions totaling hundreds of pages
or engage in “paper terrorism,” which includes

the filing of false liens against judges and court
personnel as well as the filing of frivolous 
lawsuits seeking redress for what they perceive
to be violations of their divinely given rights.

At their most dangerous level, however,
Sovereign Citizens have turned to vigilantism
and violence, murdering law enforcement 
officers who dared attempt to enforce our 
“illegitimate” laws as well as innocent civilians.
Terry Nichols—who helped Timothy McVeigh
plan and carry out the murder of 168 men,
women and children by blowing up the Alfred
P. Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma on April 19, 1995—is among the
most infamous followers of Sovereign Citizen
ideology, but he is by no means alone.
Sovereign Citizens have called for the murder of
judges who have issued decisions with which
they disagreed, and they have even convened
their own “vigilante” grand juries calling for
the arrest of judges and court officials who
refuse to go along with their demands.

How Do You Know that You’re Dealing
with a Sovereign Citizen?
There are a number of indicators which signify
that you are, or may be, dealing with a
Sovereign Citizen.  Certainly the most obvious
of these is the outright declaration by an 
individual that he or she is a Sovereign Citizen.
Just as clear, however, is their peculiar use of
punctuation in their names, such as “Doe:
John” or “John-James (Doe)” along with the
use of odd return addresses which include
phrases such as “Zip Code Exempt” or “Albany,
New York Republic of.”  Sovereign Citizens will
regularly make notations referencing sections
or the United States Code (USC) and the
Uniform Commercial Code (UCC), and may
also make the notation “UCC—All Rights
Reserved.” Because financial institutions 
historically utilize red ink to cancel certain
commercial papers, Sovereigns will oftentimes
use red ink or red thumbprints on their 
correspondence to courts, and they may return
court correspondence to the Court with phrases
such as “Refused for Causes: No Original
Jurisdiction” or “Accepted for Value, Returned

An Overview of the Sovereign Citizen…
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for Value; Exempt from Levy.”  They may even
present fraudulent identification to the police
and the courts which identifies them as 
members or diplomats of some strange and
unknown nation or tribe.

What should you do when dealing with a
Sovereign Citizen?
One of the things that can make dealing with a
Sovereign Citizen so challenging is the fact that
most often they will not utilize the services of
an attorney, since they view themselves as 
having equal authority (i.e., sovereignty) to the
courts and the government.  Obviously, judges
and court clerks must take measures to ensure
that those cases involving Sovereign Citizens
are dealt with as even-handedly as any other
cases on the Courts’ calendars.  But having said
that, judges and court personnel must also take
measures to ensure that our courts remain safe
and accessible to all other individuals as well.
Once a Sovereign Citizen is suspected or 
identified, the Court Staff of your respective
Judicial District should be notified along with
your local law enforcement agency or the State
Police.  If yours is a court without security 
personnel, it may be wise to make arrangements
to have a Sheriff’s Deputy or other law enforcement
officer on hand to serve as a court officer for
those times when a Sovereign Citizen’s matter
is on the calendar. While it may not be 
appropriate to “guard” such individuals as if
they were prisoners in custody, the court officer
should be prepared to enforce the Court’s 
directives which relate to maintaining decorum
and the dignity of the court (e.g., those being
disruptive or unruly may be asked to leave).
Again, Sovereign Citizens have committed
extraordinary acts of violence in the name of
their beliefs, and they must not be taken lightly.

When a Sovereign Citizen’s matter is called on
the court’s calendar, everything should be
placed upon the record in open court, and the
Sovereign Citizen should be given the same
opportunity to address the Court as any other
litigant.  This does not mean that the Court is
obligated to allow a Sovereign Citizen to speak

for as long as he or she wishes, or to filibuster
the Court with endless argument.  But it does
mean that despite the frustrations of dealing
with them, Sovereigns must be afforded the
same courtesies as all other litigants. While
courts and court personnel are obligated to 
provide Sovereign Citizens with certain 
documentation such as copies of pleadings filed
with the Court, it is not the role of the Court or
of court staff to respond to discovery demands
or motions filed; that is the role of the opposing
party in the action, such as the prosecutor or
the opponent in a civil matter.

Since the bizarre theories and convoluted 
tactics utilized by Sovereign Citizens do not
tend to succeed in courts of law, Sovereigns are
not usually satisfied with the subsequent 
outcomes of their cases.  Accordingly, they have
often sought to take out their displeasure and
disappointment through further harassment
and intimidation of the judge or court personnel
involved.  If you find yourself being confronted
or harassed by a Sovereign Citizen, whether
their case is still pending or not, you should 
not hesitate to make a police report or, if your
safety is threatened, to immediately call 911.
And if you have had dealings with someone
whom you believe to be a Sovereign Citizen it
may be a good idea to run a credit check upon
yourself to discover whether any liens have
been fraudulently filed against you.  Of course,
if you or your court staff are served with a 
lawsuit by a Sovereign Citizen related to your
conduct on the bench or theirs as a court
employee, you should immediately notify your
municipality’s attorney or corporation counsel
so that the Sovereign Citizen does not obtain a
default judgment—especially since the lawsuit
may be an entirely frivolous action.

Conclusion
Certainly not everyone who believes that law
enforcement or the government is overreaching
and violating their rights is a Sovereign Citizen, 

Continued on Page 8

An Overview of the Sovereign Citizen…
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and not everyone who represents himself or 
herself in court or who has strange ideas about
how our laws should or shouldn’t apply to them
should be feared as a “domestic terrorist.”  But
those who identify themselves as Sovereign
Citizens should be dealt with carefully, and 
cautiously for the sake of you as an individual,
and for the sake of our court system as a whole.
Do not be afraid to ask for help or guidance in
dealing with them, and do play it smart and 
stay safe. 
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Daniel M. Killelea, Esq. is an attorney based in Western New York who regularly 
practices in City, Town and Village Courts as well as County and State Supreme Courts and
who limits his practice to the defense of those charged with crimes and those facing 
professional discipline.  He is a former Assistant District Attorney who is certified as a 
general topics instructor by the New York State Municipal Police Training Council, and is
an instructor at the Erie County Central Police Services Law Enforcement Training
Academy.  Dan lectures regularly to attorneys, judges and court personnel on recent 
developments in the law as well as on matters of general interest to the legal community. He
has been named an Upstate New York “Super Lawyer” and to the “Who’s Who in Law” list
by the Buffalo Law Journal, and he is a member of both the Erie County and New York State
Bar Associations.
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PUBLIC HEARINGS ON ELIGIBILITY FOR
ASSIGNMENT OF COUNSEL

I am the Honorable Dr. Carrie A. O’Hare. I am a Town
Justice in the Town of Stuyvesant, Columbia County and I
have been a Stuyvesant Town Justice since March, 2001. I
am the past President of the Columbia County Magistrates
Association and a current Director of the New York State
Magistrates Association that represents 1872 Town and
Village Judges presiding over 1277 Town and Village Courts
across the State of New York. I want to thank the New York
State Office of Indigent Legal Services for the opportunity to
speak today, before you develop the criteria and procedures to
guide the Courts when determining eligibility for mandated
legal representation in Criminal Court proceedings.

As a local Criminal Court Justice serving a rural 
community in upstate New York, my objective today is to
lend some insight with respect to the current procedures 
followed, as well as respectfully presenting suggestions as to
how the system might be improved. Upon review of the
Hurrell-Harring Stipulation and Order of Settlement, it
appears that there are four main objectives that the 
parties to the lawsuit sought to achieve:
(1)  Counsel at arraignment regardless of eligibility
(2)  Caseload relief for attorneys providing mandated 
       representation
(3)  Quality of mandated representation, and 
(4)  Eligibility standards for representation

I will specifically address items (1) and (4) – Counsel at
Arraignment and Eligibility Standards. Criminal Procedure
Law 170.10 sets forth the current requirements for the
arraignment of a defendant on an Information, Simplified
Traffic Information, Prosecutor’s Information or a Misdemeanor
Complaint. Criminal Procedure Law 180.10 has comparable
language for arraignments on Felony Complaints. These
statutes (CPL 170.10[3], 180.10[3]) contemplate that the
defendant may be appearing without the assistance of 
counsel, and in that instance, is entitled to (a) an adjournment
to obtain counsel, (b) an opportunity to communicate free of
charge for the purpose of obtaining counsel and informing a
relative or friend that he or she has been charged with an
offense and, (c) have counsel appointed free of charge by the
Court if he or she is unable to afford the same. These

statutes direct that the Court must take such affirmative
action as is necessary to effectuate a defendant’s right to
counsel. (See, CPL 710.10[4][a], 180.10[4].) Moreover, the
statutes (CPL 170.10[6], 180.10[5]) provide that the Court
must be certain that the defendant understands the significance
of proceeding without counsel (the Court must engage in a
pro se colloquy) and that to do so, is not deemed a waiver of
his or her right to counsel at a later time.
       Prior to Hurrell-Harring there were additional safeguards
in place to protect the defendant’s constitutional right to
counsel at every stage of the proceedings. In addition to 
following the statutorily proscribed process for an arraignment
(CPL 170.10 or 180.10), Town and Village Justices were
taught to provide the defendant with a Public Defender
application and to make an assessment as to eligibility at the
time of arraignment. If counsel is assigned at arraignment,
the Court is instructed to issue a form referred to as TV-1,
Order Assigning Counsel; if counsel is not assigned at 
arraignment, the Court is instructed to issue a form referred
to as TV-2, a Notice that there was No Assignment of
Counsel. Pursuant to Title 22 New York Code of Rules and
Regulations §200.26(c) the Court is required within 24 hours
of arraignment to notify the Public Defender, Conflict
Defender, Legal Aid, etc. and pre-trial services agency/unit
by telephone, and fax, of the issuance of the Order of
Assignment (TV-1) or of the Notice that there was NO
Assignment of Counsel (TV-2). Consequently, if this
Judge gets an arraignment in the middle of the night, I
fax either the TV-1 or TV-2 before I leave the Court
and I follow up with a phone call the next day to
ensure all parties have received the fax. Thus, the sole
purpose of the TV-1 or TV-2 is to inform the aforesaid 
agencies that the defendant has been incarcerated, with or
without bail, so that they can promptly take whatever steps
they deem necessary to protect the defendant’s rights.
       As part of the arraignment process, the Court is directed
to consider the bail factors set forth in CPL 510.30 to determine
whether the defendant is a flight risk. The question of bail
is what degree of control or restriction is necessary to secure
the defendant’s future Court attendance. The factors to be
considered are (1) defendant’s character, reputation, habits
and mental condition, (2) defendant’s employment and
financial condition, (3) defendant’s family ties and length of 

Public Hearing on Eligibility for Assignment 
of Counsel Submitted By Dr. Carrie A. O’Hare
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residence in the community, (4) defendant’s criminal
record, (5) defendant’s record as a juvenile delinquent, (6)
defendant’s record of responding to Court appearances
when required, (7) the weight of evidence against the defen-
dant in the pending criminal action, and (8) the possible
sentence that might be imposed. (See, CPL 510.30.)
       After Hurrell-Harring, as a result of increased funding,
steps have been instituted by Public Defender’s Offices and
Legal Aid Offices to protect the right to counsel at the time
of arraignment, regardless of eligibility. The Columbia
County Public Defender’s Office has notified the Town and
Village Courts that their office is available to appear for the
arraignment of all defendants, at any time, day or night. The
procedure is that upon receiving a call out by a Police
agency, the Court is to contact the Public Defender’s 
arraignment phone number (cell) and a pre-arranged 
designated Assistant Public Defender will be dispatched to
cover said arraignment. If the Court calls promptly upon 
receiving notice from the Police agency, any potential wait
time will be minimized. The Public Defender’s Office will
also represent those defendants arraigned on regularly
scheduled Court nights, regardless of eligibility, for 
arraignment purposes only. 
       In our County, there is presently only one Assistant
Public Defender assigned at a time to cover night time
arraignments. The current system does, however, seem to 
be working presently in achieving the goal of ensuring that
all defendants are represented by counsel at the time of
arraignment in Columbia County. I cannot speak as to
whether the same success has been achieved in other
Counties, but contend that the number of on-call attorneys
must be proportionate to the average number of call outs per
day/night, and must also correlate with the geographical
region to be covered.

With respect to the issue of eligibility, the Columbia
County Public Defender’s Office has a designated application
form for determining eligibility. It is my opinion that the
Court needs to examine the question of eligibility on a case
by case basis and make a determination whether the defendant
can afford to hire counsel or not, taking into account not
only the defendant’s income, but also cash on hand, expenses,
liabilities, liquidity, anticipated cost of counsel, etc. Perhaps
it would be instructive for the New York State Office of
Indigent Legal Services to develop a statewide application
form that incorporates the factors set forth in the Hurrell-
Harring Stipulation and Order of Settlement.

Specifically the form should include language indicating
whether the defendant can afford the actual cost of 

retaining a private attorney in the relevant jurisdiction for
the category of crime charged. Also the form should provide
a means whereby the defendant can segregate the amount of
income needed to meet the reasonable living expenses of the
applicant and any dependent minors within his or her
immediate family, or a dependent parent or spouse, as 
well as identify assets that are necessary to maintain their
employment. Non-liquid assets and assets of family members
should be categorized separately. Furthermore, the application
should allow a defendant to set forth whether their income
is below federal poverty guidelines, whether they reside in a
mental health or correctional facility, or receive public 
assistance. The defendant’s debts and obligations should be
identified, as well as income and assets, so that the Court
may make an informed decision as to whether the defendant
possesses disposable income sufficient to afford to retain 
private counsel. The Court should err on the side of assigning
counsel since the Public Defender has a remedy if they 
disagree with the Court’s assessment, in that, they can bring
a proceeding pursuant to County Law §722-d to force the
defendant to pay all or part of the cost of representation. The
defendant does not have a similar remedy under the statute. 

Lastly, I want to dispel any misconception that the 
current system of justice in the Town and Village Courts is
the genesis of the problem addressed in Hurrell-Harring.
Our current system is not broken, it simply needs to be
tweaked. Town and Village Courts are the Courts 
closest to the People and charged with the responsibility
of protecting a defendant’s fundamental right to an
immediate arraignment. (See, CPL 140.20 et. al.) The
right to an immediate arraignment is the hallmark of
the right to liberty as guaranteed to each person under
the United States and New York State Constitutions.

In upstate New York, Town and Village Justices are the
only Judges in the Unified Court System that are on call 
24 hours a day, 7 days a week, and 365 days a year. The 
significance of that fact is not lost on the average defendant,
faced with spending a night or two in jail while waiting to
be arraigned. Certainly a defendant, if given a choice, would
choose appearing before a Town or Village Justice, with or
without counsel, to discuss the issue of bail, rather than 
sitting in a holding cell until counsel can be present for an
arraignment. While the right to counsel is a fundamental
right we swear to preserve, so is the right to one’s 
liberty. My hope is that the State Office of Indigent Legal
Services will consider both when proposing a solution to this
vexing problem. I thank you for your time and consideration. 

Public Hearing on Eligibility for Assignment…
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RENO, NV – The National Judicial College (NJC)
is pleased to announce that the Hon. Gary A. Graber
of the Town of Darien Justice Court in Darien, NY
has completed Drugs in America Today: What Every
Judges Needs to Know, August 25-27, 2015, at The
National Judicial College in Reno, Nev. 
         
COURSE INFO:
This course provides a comprehensive review of
intoxicating substances and the short- and long-term
effects on litigants in and out of the courtroom,
recent developments in the law, and options for
sentencing and intervention.
         
“This newly developed course should be considered
for all members of the judiciary handling these
cases,” stated Judge Graber. Justice Graber is an
alumni of the NJC since 2003 and faculty member
since 2008.
         
The National Judicial College was founded in 1963
and is the nation’s leading provider of judicial 
education. The NJC is housed in a state-of-the-art
building on the historic 255-acre campus of the
University of Nevada, Reno. For over 50 years, the
NJC has been offering courses to improve judicial
productivity, challenge current perceptions of justice
and inspire judges to achieve judicial excellence.
Annually, the College offers more than 100 courses,
held onsite, online, and across the nation. In our
over 50 years, NJC has educated judges from every
state and more than 150 countries around the world.

The NJC and the National Council of Juvenile and
Family Court Judges assisted the University of
Nevada, Reno, in developing one of the nations first
Master’s and Ph.D. in Judicial Studies programs.
Both programs provide a formal academic setting 
in which trial judges can integrate technical and
academic studies to attain an intellectual under-
standing of the American judiciary. 

The NJC is also home to the National Tribal Judicial
Center and an International Program. The College’s
curricula include a Seminar Series, made up of
courses that provide judges the opportunity to study
diverse and interesting topics at historically and 
culturally rich locations across the United States.
Web-based courses are also offered enabling participants
to explore a variety of subject areas online. 

The National Judicial College has an appointed 18-
member Board of Trustees and became a Nevada
not-for-profit (501)(c)(3) educational corporation
on January 1, 1978. Please visit the NJC website at
www.judges.org for NJC news, ways to donate, course
information and more. Or, call (800) 25-JUDGE for
more information.

         

Hon. Gary Graber of New York Completed Drugs in America Today:
What Every Judge Needs to Know at The National Judicial College

Date:              September 9, 2015
Contact:         Ashley Cook, Communications Specialist
Phone:           (775) 327-8285 or alcook@judges.org 
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Members of the SMA Board of Directors bid a fond farewell to Maryrita Dobiel on the occasion of her retirement after 31 years of
exemplary state service, most recently as Chief Counsel to the Advisory Committee on Judicial Ethics.

SMA President Hon. Dennis Quinn presents a 
certificate of appreciation to Maryrita from the
Town and Village Justices of New York State for her
tireless work on our behalf.

Wishing Maryrita many years of good health
and happiness in retirement are SMA President 
Hon. Dennis Quinn, Hon. and Mrs. Ed Van Der Water
and Hon. Thomas Diaz.

Hon. David Gideon wishes
Marita all the best in retirement.

Gathered together for this festive occasion are
Hon. Ed Van Der Water, Hon. Jonah Triebwasser,
Peter Gerstenzang, Esq., Hon. Thomas Diaz
and Hon. Dennis Quinn

Congratulating Maryrita were 
Hon. Jonah Triebwasser, Hon. Edward Borrelli
and Hon. Dr. Carrie O’Hare.

Maryrita Dobiel Retires

About My County Association

Supreme Court Justice James C. Tormey III, right
administers the oath of office to Clayton Town and
Village Justice Janet M. Brick as president of the
Jefferson County Magistrates Association. Judge
Tormey is the Administrative Judge for the 5th
Judicial District which encompasses Jefferson,
Lewis, Oswego, Onondaga, Herkimer and Oneida
Counties. Judge Brick succeeds Terri Lamb of 
the Watertown City Court. The Jefferson County
Association recently hosted the annual banquet of
5th District Judges at the Thousand Island Harbor
Hotel in Clayton.

Jefferson County
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MAGISTRATES
ORDER FORM

ITEM #  COLOR SIZE  QTY  PRICE
$
$
$

S&H (SEE BELOW)

SUB TOTAL
TOTAL

$
$
$

SHIPPING  INFORMATION

NAME ______________________________________________
ADDRESS __________________________________________
CITY __________________ STATE ______  ZIP ___________
SIGNATURE _________________________________________
CARD # _________________________ EXP ______________
3 DIGIT CODE ON BACK OF M/C, VISA, DISC __________________
4 DIGIT CODE ON FRONT OF CARD FOR  AMEX ___________________

PO Box 431 • Camillus, New York 13031
Phone: 315.487.0394 • Fax: 315.487.2856

polis@twc.com

Ringspun for Softness and FitM210        $25
Harriton Short-Sleeve 
Piqué Polo w/ Tipping
• 100% ringspun cotton piqué 
• topstitching throughout
• horn-style buttons
• sideseamed
• one-color tipping at flat-knit 
collar and cuffs
• three-button placket
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 4XL

S
&
H

up to $5 ........................ $1.50
$6-$20 ........................... $7.00
$21-$40 ........................$10.00
$41-and up .................$12.00

Includes Embroidered 
Association Logo

Size: S-XL
XXL add $3

XXXL add $4

g p     g p25
e 
g

White/
Navy

Black/
White

Dill/
Stone

Grey Heather/
Black

Navy/
White

Red/
White

Stone/
Navy

M700        $35
Harriton Microfiber Wind Shirt
The lightweight microfiber wind shirt offers excel-
lent weather protection without restricting freedom 
of movement. These properties make it ideal on golf 
courses, at resorts, for valets, field technicians and 
sales reps.
• 100% polyester microfiber 
• mesh-lined body with nylon-lined raglan sleeves
• InconspicuZip™ for easy embroidery
• crossover knit V-neck collar with contrast tipping
• side-entry welt pockets
• coverlock stitched front and back raglan sleeve 
detail
• comfortable elastic waistband and flat-knit cuffs
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 4XL

Black/White Stone/Black Navy/White

Tipped Perfect Pima Interlock 
Polo Styles
• 6.1 oz., 100% long-staple Peruvian Pima 
cotton interlock
• comfort of luxurious Pima cotton
• contrast tipping on collar and cuffs
• Grey Heather is 90% cotton, 10% polyester 

D140W        $34
Devon & Jones Ladies’ Tipped 
Perfect Pima Interlock Polo
• feminine Johnny collar
• trim cut looks great tucked or untucked
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, 2XL
Colors: White/Navy, Black/White, Dill/Navy, Forest/
Créme, French Blue/ Navy, Grey Heather/Navy, 
Navy/White, Pink/White, Red/Navy, Stone/Navy

D140        $34
Devon & Jones Men’s Tipped 
Perfect Pima Interlock Polo
• Stretch tape in shoulders for extra strength
• three-button placket with Dura-Pearl™ buttons
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 4XL
Colors: White/Navy, Black/Grey Heather, Dill/Navy, 
Forest/Créme, French Blue/Navy, Grey Heather/
Navy, Navy/White, Red/Navy, Stone/Navy

I

White/Navy
Black/Grey 

Heather

Dll/Navy
Red/Navy

Stone/Navy
Black/White

Navy/White
Forest/
Créme

French Blue/
Navy

Pink/White

Grey 
Heather/

Navy

              

14
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Whose Case is this Anyway? The Court of
Appeals discusses the doctrine of the separation
of powers in Soares v. Carter.

      What can a judge do when the district attorney’s
office refuses to proceed with the prosecution of a
case which was properly filed with the court and is
based upon a legally sufficient accusatory instrument?
Put another way, once a legally sufficient accusatory
instrument is filed with a local criminal court who
controls what with regard to the progress of the case
toward disposition?

      Our system of justice is built upon the adversarial
model of adjudication. This model, as opposed to
the inquisitorial system, commands that each court-
room actor (judge, defense attorney and prosecutor)
be assigned and perform specific roles. The primary
underlying assumption of the adversarial model is
simple: if everyone competently performs their
specifically assigned roles then “justice” will be
served. The presumption is that justice is produced
when the sharp clash of competing positions
(defense v. prosecution) are played out before an
unbiased umpire (judge) who, as the keeper of the
process, makes sure the rules of the game are
applied fairly. While in theory this makes sense, 
in practice problems can develop when the actors
disagree about the extent of their roles in the 
prosecution of a criminal case.

      In the beginning there was the common law.
Under common law the crown (prosecution) held
complete sway over the procession of a criminal
case – both the decision to bring or not bring
charges and whether to continue charges once 
commenced. People v. Douglas, 60 NY2d 194 (N.Y.
1983). Over time, substantive and procedural 
criminal law became more the domain of statutory
law than common law.  With the codification of 
substantive and procedural criminal law some of the
absolute control exercised by the prosecutor over a
criminal case was lost.  Statutory provisions, such as

CPL 170.30 and 170.40, now restrict the avenues
the prosecution has for unilaterally discontinuing a
criminal case once it has been commenced by the 
filing of a legally sufficient accusatory instrument in
a court of competent jurisdiction. People v. Extale 18
NY3d 690 (NY 2012).  These statutory restrictions
find their justification – warranted or not – in the
“fear that too many criminal proceedings would 
be dismissed by District Attorney’s without 
justification.” Douglas at 204-05. Note, we are not
talking about the discretion prosecutors have to
commence or not commence a criminal case nor to
charge one offense and not another. The decision to
prosecute or not remains, as it has since common
law times, with the prosecution. People v. Eboli, 34
NY2d 281 (NY 1974). The statutory restrictions I
speak of pertain only to how a criminal case may be
disposed of once legally commenced in a court of
competent jurisdiction.

      An excellent example of courtroom actors 
disagreeing about the extent of  their assigned roles
in the prosecution of a criminal case was recently
decided in the Court of Appeals case of Soares v.
Carter, 25 N.Y.3d 1011 (N.Y. 2015).  In this highly
politically charged case, the Albany County District
Attorney, David Soares, refused to continue to pros-
ecute a case which was before Albany City Court
Judge, Honorable William Carter.  The case was
brought about by the Albany city police’s arrest and
charging of participants who were demonstrating 
in support of the Occupy Wall Street Movement.
The participants were all charged with disorderly 
conduct.1 Attempts to dispose of the cases by 
negotiated-plea failed.2 The District Attorney
informed the court (by letter) that it was discontinuing
prosecution of the cases, which the court refused to
honor on the grounds that the CPL provisions
required judicial approval of the termination of case
once filed in court. Up to this point no problem,
right? Each of the courtroom actors was playing 

The Teaching Professor By: Alfred D. Chapleau M.A., J.D.
Asst. Professor Criminal Justice and Law, College of Saint Rose
Adjunct Professor of Criminal Justice, School of Criminal Justice, SUNYA

Continued on Page 16
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their assigned role.  The prosecution initially exercised
its discretion to bring a case.  The defense and the
People litigated the matter and presented a negotiated
disposition (plea bargain) to the court.  The court
considered, but rejected same, as not being in the
best interest of justice.  

With the cases unresolved, the court took the
next appropriate step and scheduled a suppression
hearing.  The adversarial system seems to be 
working as designed EXCEPT, the District Attorney
(apparently upset at the trial court’s rejection of 
the plea bargain and thereby frustrating a final 
disposition of a politically charged case) appeared
for the hearing, but refused to call witnesses in 
support of its opposition to the suppression of 
evidence.  The judge (upset at the D.A’s stated 
decision to attend but not engage in any further
court appearances) characterized the D.A.’s action
as a willful refusal of the prosecution to participate
worthy of a finding of contempt of court. The
District Attorney, in response to the threat of 
contempt, sued the trial judge by commencing an
Article 78 proceeding in Supreme Court, asserting
that the trial judge lacked authority to tell the 
prosecution how to try its case.  The Supreme Court
agreed with the District Attorney and issued a writ
of prohibition but only to the extent of enjoining the
trial judge from compelling the District Attorney to
call witnesses in the prosecution of the case. The
Appellate Division affirmed, Matter of Soares, 113
A.D.3d 993 (App.Div.3d Dep’t 2014), and the Court
of Appeals agreed with the lower courts, Soares v.
Carter, 25 N.Y.3d at 1011.   

      In affirming the courts below, the Court of
Appeals held that the trial judge has no authority to
compel, by contempt or otherwise, the prosecutor to
go forward with (prosecute) a case filed in court.
The Court of Appeals held that a trial court cannot
compel the People to put on a case, or even participate
in a prosecution.  In so doing, the Court of Appeals
reaffirmed the basic premise of our adversarial 
system and the concept behind the separation of
powers – everyone has their own discreet roles to play
in the process which may not be infringed upon by
the other actors.  The decision explicitly supports
the role of the prosecution to control how they 

prosecute cases while implicitly upholding statutory
restrictions on the prosecutor’s common law entry
of a nollo prosequi (refusal to prosecute).

      What can we learn about the doctrine of separation
of power and the functioning of the adversarial 
system from this dust-up between the trial court
and the prosecutor?  First, the prosecutor has 
unfettered discretion to determine whether, and for
what, it will prosecute a particular defendant.
Second, once the prosecution has begun by the filing
of a legally sufficient accusatory instrument in a
court of competent jurisdiction, dismissal of the
case cannot be accomplished unilaterally by the
prosecutor without court approval.  Third, although the
prosecutor cannot unilaterally terminate a prosecution
once properly commenced, the prosecutor still
remains the sole master of the case when it comes to
tactical and strategic decisions as to how to try the
case.  The doctrine of the separation of powers and
our adversarial model of adjudication compel such
results.  To have it otherwise would be to violate the
primary underlying assumption of the process –
which is that each actor is assigned their specific
roles to perform as they see appropriate (within 
the bounds of the law and ethics) in order that 
justice is served.       

      On May 8, 2015, the defendant filed an unopposed
motion to dismiss in the interests of justice 
(pursuant to CPL 170.40).  On June 1, 2015, Judge
Carter issued an order dismissing the charges upon
those grounds.  And so, the story ends.    

      I would like to thank Adrienne Foederer, Esq.,
Associate Counsel with Office of Justice Court Support,
for her invaluable assistance in the preparation of
this article. 

1 One defendant was also charged with resisting
arrest.

2 The District attorney had offered an ACOD
(Adjournment in Contemplation of Dismissal)
to dispose of the case however the court had
declined to go along with the disposition as
proposed.

The Teaching Professor Cont…
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Advisory Committee on Judicial Ethics

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON JUDICIAL ETHICS
c/o OFFICE OF COURT ADMINISTRATION

187 WOLF ROAD, SUITE 103
ALBANY, NY 12205-1138

15-98
June 17, 2015

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL
Dear:

           This responds to your inquiry (15-98) asking if it is ethically permissible for an 
association of magistrates to send a letter expressing its position concerning legislation
addressing a perceived disparity in the distribution of monies collected by New York’s town
and village courts, which affects the operation of such courts.

           The Committee has previously determined that a judge may publicly express his/her
points of view on issues directly implicating the law, legal system and administration of 
justice (see 22 NYCRR 100.4[C][3][b][iii]). Thus, it is permissible for an association of 
magistrates to so comment on behalf of its collective membership.

           Opinion 14-139 addresses this issue.

15-116
June 23, 2015

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL
Dear:

           This responds to your inquiry (15-116) asking if you may, as a part-time town justice,
accept an appointed position as the town’s tax collector.1 The tax collector mails the bills,
manages the bank accounts, accepts payments and makes bank deposits.

           The Committee has previously determined that a part-time judge may also be
employed as an appointed assessor for the municipality in which he/she presides. 
However, the judge must disqualify him/herself when the municipality appears before
him/her as a party.

           Opinion 12-73 and 07-204 address this issue.

1 Because the position is appointive, rather than elective, the resign-to-run rule does not apply (see 22NYCRR
100.5[B]).
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Advisory Committee on Judicial Ethics

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON JUDICIAL ETHICS
c/o OFFICE OF COURT ADMINISTRATION

187 WOLF ROAD, SUITE 103
ALBANY, NY 12205-1138

Digest:       A judge may review a defendant’s driving
history before accepting or rejecting a
proposed plea agreement if he/she is
authorized by law to do so.

Rules:        Criminal Procedure Law
§510.30(2)(a)(i)-(viii); Judiciary Law
§212(2)(l); 22 NYCRR 100.2;
100.2(A); 100.3(B)(6);
100.3(B)(6)(e); 101.1; Opinions 09-
137; 09-96; People v Selikoff, 35
NY2d 227 (1974).

Opinion:

The inquiring judge, who serves in a Town
or Village Court, asks whether he/she may review
a defendant’s driving history before accepting or
rejecting a proposed plea agreement in a Vehicle
and Traffic Law matter. The judge explains that,
without this information, he/she could end up
“accepting or rejecting the prosecutor and the
defendant’s proposed agreement without any
information other than what is contained on the
ticket or supporting deposition.” 

           A judge must always avoid even the
appearance of impropriety (see 22 NYCRR 100.2)
and must always act to promote public confidence
in the judiciary’s integrity and impartiality (see 22
NYCRR 100.2[A]). Therefore, a judge must accord
to every person who has a legal interest in a 
proceeding, or that person’s lawyer, the right to be
heard according to law (see 22 NYCRR 100.3[B][6]),
and generally is prohibited from initiating, 
permitting, or considering ex parte communications
or other communications made to the judge 

outside the presence of the parties or their 
lawyers concerning a pending proceeding (id.).
However, a judge may initiate or consider ex parte
communications when authorized by law to do so
(see 22 NYCRR 100.3[B][6][e]).

The Committee has previously advised that a
judge may consider a defendant’s criminal record
and/or driver’s abstract during an arraignment for
the purpose of setting bail if the judge is authorized
by law to do so (see Opinion 09-96, citing CPL
§510.30[2][a][i]-[viii] [defendant’s criminal record
is one factor court must consider when determining
whether to set bail and amount of such bail]).
However, the Committee further advised that
whether a particular ex parte communication is
authorized by law is a legal question the
Committee is not authorized to resolve (see
Judiciary Law §212[2][l]; 22 NYCRR 101.1;
Opinion 09-137).

Similarly, the judge in the present inquiry may
review a defendant’s driving history before
accepting or rejecting a proposed plea agreement
if authorized by law to do so. The Committee
notes that the Court of Appeals stated: “Thus, any
sentence ‘promise’ at the time of plea is, as a 
matter of law and strong public policy, conditioned
upon its being lawful and appropriate in light of
the subsequent presentence report or information
obtained from other reliable sources” (People v.
Selikoff 35 NY2d 227, 238 [1974]).1

1 The Committee notes that the inquiring judge
may contact the City, Town and Village
Courts Resource Center (800-232-0630) for
legal advice.

Opinion 15-85 — April 23, 2015

Advisory Committee on Judicial Ethics Cont…
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Advisory Committee on Judicial Ethics

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON JUDICIAL ETHICS
c/o OFFICE OF COURT ADMINISTRATION

187 WOLF ROAD, SUITE 103
ALBANY, NY 12205-1138

Digest:       A judge is not disqualified from presiding
when the court clerk’s second degree
relative appears as an attorney but
must insulate the court clerk from
his/her relative’s case.

Rules:        22 NYCRR 100.2; 100.2(A);
100.4(E); Opinions 96-85 
(Vol. XIV; 94-49 (Vol. XII). 

Opinion:

A criminal court judge asks whether
he/she may preside when an attorney who is the
chief clerk’s second degree relative appears in the
judge’s court as an assistant public defender. The
judge advises that the chief clerk and his/her relative
have a close relationship, but have not resided in
the same household for over forty years. Each is
married and each has a family. The judge also
advised that because the chief clerk is assisted
only on court days, it is not possible to insulate
the chief clerk from his/her relative’s cases.

           A judge must avoid even the appearance of
impropriety (see 22 NYCRR 100.2) and must
always act to promote public confidence in the
judiciary’s integrity and impartiality (see 22
NYCRR 100.2[A]). Therefore, a judge must 
disqualify him/herself in a proceeding in which
the judge’s impartiality might reasonably be 
questioned (see 22 NYCRR 100.4[E]).

           The Committee has previously advised that
a judge is not disqualified from presiding when a
court clerk’s spouse is an attorney appearing in the
judge’s court (see Opinion 96-85 [Vol XIV]
[spouse]; 94-49 [Vol. XII] [spouse]). However, to
avoid even the appearance of impropriety, the
Committee advised that the judge must insulate
the court clerk from the cases involving the court
clerk’s relative (see Opinion 96-85). Similarly, the
inquiring judge may preside when the court clerk’s
second degree relative appears in the judge’s court
as a defense attorney, but must insulate the court
clerk from his/her relative’s cases.

           If it proves difficult to insulate the chief
clerk from his/her relative’s cases, the Committee
suggests the judge may explore possible 
alternatives, such as using another court clerk (if
there is one) to process the relative’s cases, or
requesting the consent of the prosecutor and the
public defender to permit the chief clerk to
process cases in which the chief clerk’s relative
appears. The judge may also contact his/her
Administrative or Supervising Judge for assistance.

Opinion 14-171 — December 11, 2014
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Decision & Order

PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK, DECISION AND ORDER
Plaintiff,

vs. Case #: 15010206

Linda P. Colburn,
Defendant

Appearances:
David C. Pilato, Attorney for Defendant
Cassidy Crough, Assistant District Attorney

STATE OF NEW YORK: COUNTY OF MONROE

JUSTICE COURT: TOWN OF WEBSTER

History of the Case
Thomas J. DiSalvo, J. The defendant was charged with passing a red light in violation of V.T.L. § 1111
(d)(1), via a uniform traffic ticket. At the time the ticket was issued the defendant did not receive a 
supporting deposition. However, the defendant made a request for same by filling out the appropriate 
section of the ticket. The court duly ordered the officer in question to provide the requested supporting 
deposition. As a result, the supporting deposition was issued and timely provided to the defendant.

The supporting deposition alleged in pertinent
part as follows:

“That on or about 08:52 A.M. on the 14th day
of January, 2015, the above named defendant,
Linda P. Colburn, did operate a 2014 Nissan
Color Grey, bearing State of New York registration
plate number GRG 8779, in a southerly 
direction on Holt Road, that being a public
highway of the Town of Webster, County of
Monroe, State of New York. Further, that at
said time and place, your defendant’s vehicle
did pass a steady circular red signal at Route
104 east access road without stopping causing a
four car accident.

The forgoing factual allegations are based 
upon oral admission of the defendant and the
witness on the scene of the accident”

Defense counsel submitted a motion requesting
that the accusatory instrument herein be dismissed
as being insufficient on its face pursuant to C.P.L.
§§ 100.40 (2), 100.20, 100.25 (2).

Facts of the Case
C.P.L. § 100.10 (2) (a) sets out the definition of a
simplified traffic information. C.P.L. § 100.25 (1)
sets out the requirement that such an accusatory
must be in a form prescribed by the commissioner
of motor vehicles.

The simplified information is a statutory 
creation designed to provide an uncomplicated
form for handling the large volume of traffic
infractions and petty offenses for which it is
principally used. It need not provide on its face
reasonable cause to believe defendant has 
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committed the offense (see, People v Key, 45
NY2d 111, 115-116; see also, People v Boback, 23
NY2d 189). (People v. Nuccio, 78 N.Y.2d 102, 
104, 571, N.Y.S. 2d 693, 694. [1991])

Nevertheless, once a supporting deposition is 
provided, whether upon request of the defendant
or provided voluntarily by the people, the standard
for sufficiency is raised to that of reasonable
cause.1 A defendant charged by a simplified traffic
information is entitled to a supporting deposition,
if timely requested.2 C.P.L. § 100.20 deals with the
form and content of supporting depositions and
sets out the requirement that the allegations 
therein whether based on personal knowledge or
either upon information and belief, be of an 
“evidentiary character.” The supporting deposition
must be issued by “…the complainant police 
officer or public servant, containing allegations of
fact, based upon personal knowledge or upon
information and belief, providing reasonable cause
to believe that the defendant committed the
offense or offenses charged. ”3

In the instant case the charge herein was not based
on the observations of the officer.

Thus it was not based on his personal knowledge.
The officer indicates in his supporting deposition
that the charge was based on oral admission of 
the defendant and the witness at the scene of the 
accident. In fact the charge herein is based on the
information and belief of the officer.

Issue Presented
Do the unspecified oral admission of the defendant
and the unspecified statements of witness on the
scene of the accident, as referred to in the supporting
deposition, rise to the level of allegations of an 
evidentiary character that would render the
accusatories herein sufficient on their face?

Legal Analysis
C.P.L. § 100.20 requires that a supporting deposition
set out “…factual allegations of an evidentiary
character, based either upon personal knowledge
or upon information and belief, which supplement
those of the accusatory instrument and support or
tend to support the charge or charges contained
therein.” This certainly raises the standard for 
sufficiency as it applies to a  simplified information,
when a supporting deposition has been supplied.
In fact “The phrase ‘actual allegations of an 
evidentiary character’ means nonconclusory
descriptions of what the deponent personally
observed, heard or experienced.” (People v.
Concepcion, 36 Misc.3d 551, 553, 945 N.Y.S.3d 543
[2012]). This concept obviously applies equally to
allegations based on personal observation or upon
information and belief. In addition, “‘…the deposition
supporting a simplified traffic information to the
extent it is based on information and belief, must
contain a statement of the source of that informa-
tion and belief if it is to be sufficient on its face.
[citations omitted]”’ (Gerstenzang, Handling the
DWI Case in New York § 16:10 [2013-2014
Edition]) C.P.L. § 100.25 (2) further requires that
allegations in a supporting deposition “…based
either upon personal knowledge or upon information
and belief, [provide] reasonable cause to believe
that the defendant committed the offense or
offenses charged.”.4 This is not the “prima facie”
standard required for informations.5 However, the
reading of a simplified information accompanied
by a supporting deposition is governed by the 
“reasonable cause” standard.

1 (People v. Key, 45 N.Y.2d 111,116,  408 N.Y.S2d 16, 19

[1978])
2 C.P.L. § 100.25 (2).
2 Id.
4 Reasonable cause is defined by C.P.L. § 70.10 (2).
5 See People v. Suber, 19 N.Y.3d 247, 969 N.E.2d
770, 946 N.Y.S2d 552 [2012}.

Continued on Page 22
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There are competing concepts to consider when
evaluating the sufficiency of a simplified information
accompanied by a supporting deposition. There is
the requirement “… that such an instrument or
count may not be dismissed as defective, but must
instead be amended, where the defect or irregularity
is of a kind that may be cured by amendment and
where the people move to so amend.” 6 There is
the concept put forward by the Court of Appeals.
that states, “So long as the factual allegations of an
information give an accused sufficient notice to
prepare a defense and are adequately detailed to
prevent a defendant from being tried twice for the
same offense, they should be given a fair and 
not overly restrictive or technical reading…” 7

(People v Casey, 95 N.Y.2d 354, 360, 717 N.Y.S. 2d
88, 91 [2000]) Finally, there is the reasonable cause
standard as required for supporting depositions. 8

In this case there is no scribner’s or other trivial
error set out in either the simplified traffic 
information or supporting deposition that would
allow for an amendment. The defendant has not
been supplied with a copy of his alleged statement
or that of any of the so-called witnesses on the
scene of the accident. Nor is it clear if the witnesses
were involved or not involved with the accident.
Thus one cannot determine the actual source of
the officer’s information and belief, since one is
left to conjecture as to what was actually said to
the officer by said individuals. That would make it
difficult if not impossible to prepare a defense to

the charge herein. Lastly, there is the reasonable
cause standard for sufficiencey that must be 
considered. The allegations in the supporting 
deposition that the defendant gave inculpatory
statements and that the witness gave statements
tending to support the guilt of the defendant 
without more are conclusory. Thus such allegations
are not of an “evidentiary character”. 9 Such 
conclusory allegations do not support the concept
of reasonable cause to believe the defendant
committed the offense charged.

Conclusion
For the reasons set forth above, the motion to 
dismiss the accusatory instruments consisting of 
a simplified traffic information and a supporting
deposition, charging the defendant with passing a
red light, is hereby granted. This constitutes the
decision and order of this court.

Dated:   May 11, 2015
Webster, New York

Hon. Thomas J. DiSalvo
Webster Town Justice

6 (C.P.L. § 170.35 [1] [a])
7 If the concept of giving an accusatory instrument a 
fair and not overly restrictive reading applies to  a
misdemeanor information, it must certainly apply to
a simplified information.

8 (C.P.L. § 100.25 [2])
9 See C.P.L. § 100.20 relative to the form and content of

OCA Connection JusticeCourtTechSupport@nycourts.gov or 1-800-622-2522
Some helpful information from Justice Court Technical Support office.

Microsoft Office Windows 10 has been released July 29, 2015. Please do NOT install this update on any town and village desktops and/or laptops. The Office of
Court Administration does not support this version of Windows at this time.

Bitdefender is the New Virus protect for OCA computers in the Town and Village Courts. If you have not installed Bitdefender on your desktop/laptops please contact
OCA at 1-800-622-2522.

All Town and Village Judges and Clerks have an OCA email address. If you do not know your email information, please call 1-800-622-2522. OCA uses this email
address, exclusively, to provide information. It is also available to configure your smartphones for OCA email access.

You can now change your OCA email password, through this site: https://iapps.courts.state.ny.us/sspr if you do not know your password or you use CDR/WebDVS,
please call OCA at 1-800-622-2522.

All Town and Village Judges and Clerks have a licence for Microsoft Office365, includes the full Microsoft Office 2013 suite.
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Decision & Order

PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK, DECISION AND ORDER
Plaintiff,

vs. Docket # 15-020015

BENJAMIN GILLES,
Defendant

STATE OF NEW YORK: COUNTY OF DUTCHESS

JUSTICE COURT: VILLAGE OF RED HOOK

Procedural History

A probable cause/suppression hearing was held on April 8, 2015. The People were represented by Kevin Irwin,
Esq., Senior Assistant District Attorney. Defendant was represented by Michael Pollok, Esq. At the close of
the suppression hearing, it was agreed that defendant would have until April 17, 2015 to submit a post-hearing
brief, which he did on April 11, 2015. It was agreed that the People would have until April 30, 2015 to submit
response. No such response has been forthcoming. The matter was marked fully submitted on April 30, 2015.

Legality of the Stop

At the suppression hearing, Officer Travis Sterritt
of the Red Hook Police testified that he stopped
defendant’s motor vehicle on February 1, 2015 at
approximately 5:50 p.m. because of a broken taillight
showing “white light to the rear.” As a result of 
that stop, the officer approached defendant’s vehicle
and observed that defendant’s eyes were red and
glassy. The officer also detected the odor of alcohol
emanating from the defendant’s mouth. The officer
went on to testify that defendant subsequently
failed some of the standard field sobriety tests and
that the initial breath test (commonly known as the
“alco-sensor” registered the presence of alcohol on
defendant’s breath.

Defendant contends that the initial stop for the
broken taillight was improper and that, therefore,
the officer lacked probable cause for the stop and
that, furthermore, all evidence and observations
made as a result of the stop must be suppressed and
the charges dismissed.

The section charged by the officer as the predicate
for the stop, Vehicle and Traffic Law section
375(2)(a)(3), requires:

2. (a) Every motor vehicle except a motorcycle,
driven upon a public highways during the period
from onehalf hour after sunset to onehalf 
hour before sunrise or at any other time when
windshield wipers are in use, as a result of 
rain, sleet, snow, hail or other unfavorable
atmospheric conditions, and at such other time
visibility for a distance of one thousand feet
ahead of such motor vehicle is not clear, shall
display:

3. if manufactured on or after January first,
nineteen hundred fiftytwo, at least two lighted
lamps on the rear, one on each side, which
lamps shall display a red light visible from the
rear for a distance of at least one thousand feet;
(emphasis added.)

Continued on Page 24
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This requirement has been interpreted in People v.
Allen, 90 AD3d 1082 (3d Dept., 2011) to be that 
the taillights must display all red lights and not a
mixture of red and white.

Officer Sterritt testified that the taillight on the 
passenger side was emitting a white light. Under the
Allen test, and the plain language of the section
charged, the defendant’s car was apparently in 
violation of Vehicle and Traffic Law section
375(2)(a)(3). Therefore, there was probable cause
to stop defendant’s car. People v. Robinson, 97 NY2d
341 (2001).

Defendant’s reliance upon Allen for the proposition
that the white light emitted must be a “bright”
white light is misplaced. The Allen court did speak
of the light the deputy saw in that case as being
“bright,” but did not lay down a requirement 
that anything less than a “bright” white light would
fail to be a violation of Vehicle and Traffic Law 
section 375(2)(a)(3). This Court’s reading of Allen
supports the proposition that any white light seen
emanating from the taillights of a car is sufficient
for a conviction.

Similarly, defendant’s reliance on Vehicle and
Traffic Law section 375(4)(b) for the proposition
that the white light seen by the officer had to be
“dazzling” to constitute a violation of Vehicle and
Traffic Law section 375(2)(a)(3) is also misplaced.
Vehicle and Traffic Law section 375(4)(b) states, in
part, that “[a]ll lamps used on a motor vehicle
except a motorcycle shall be so arranged, adjusted
and operated, as to avoid dangerous glare or dazzle.”

A fair reading of this section does not mandate that
a white light emanating from a taillight must be
“dazzling” to be a violation of Vehicle and Traffic
Law section 375(2)(a)(3). The violation occurs
once any mixture of red and white light is detected.
See Allen generally, supra.

Was there probable cause to arrest 
the defendant?

Defendant contends that the officer did not have
sufficient probable cause to arrest defendant for
driving while intoxicated. The officer testified that,
after the traffic stop, he observed defendant’s eyes
were glassy and bloodshot, that an odor of alcohol
emanated from defendant’s mouth, that defendant
failed some of the field sobriety tests, and that 
the defendant’s breath registered positive for the
presence of alcohol on the preliminary breath 
test device.

Defendant further contends that there was no 
testimony that the preliminary breath test device
was properly calibrated, nor that the defendant 
was observed for the appropriate amount of time
(15 minutes) to assure that he did not consume 
alcohol or regurgitate alcohol. However, even if we
set aside the results of the preliminary breath 
test because of these alleged deficiencies, the other
indices of intoxication (glassy and bloodshot eyes, 
the smell of alcohol on defendant’s breath) were
adequate probable cause on their own to detain
defendant.

A finding of probable cause does not require the
same quantum of proof necessary to sustain a 
conviction, or to establish a prima facie case. Rather
it need merely appear more probable than not that a
crime has taken place and that the one arrested is
the perpetrator. People v. Hill, 146 A.D.2d 823, 824
(3d Dept., 1989): see People v. Attebery, 223 A.D.2d
714, 715 (2d Dept., 1996). Moreover, in determining
whether a police officer has probable cause for an
arrest, the emphasis should not be narrowly focused
on any single factor, but on an evaluation of the
totality of circumstances, which takes into account
“the realities of everyday life unfolding before a
trained officer who has to confront, on a daily basis,
similar incidents.” People v. Wright, supra, 8 AD3d
304, 306-307 (2d Dept., 2004), People v. Bothwell,
261 A.D. 232, 234 (1st Dept., 1999), quoting People
v. Graham, 211 A.D.2d 55, 58-59 (1st Dept., 1995).

Decision & Order Cont…
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Similarly, in People v. Leary, 18 Misc.3d 1107(A) 856
N.Y.S.2d 26 (Town of Hyde Park Justice Court,
2007), the Court quoted with favor People v. Farrell,
89 A.D.2d 987 (2d Dept., 1982), wherein the
Appellate Division, Second Department articulated the
reasonable cause standard as it applies to drinking
and driving offenses. The inquiry is:

[W]hether, viewing the facts and circumstances
as they appeared at the time of arrest, a reasonable
person in the position of the officer could have
concluded that the motorist had operated the
vehicle while under the influence of intoxicating
liquor. 89 A.D.2d at 988 (2d Dept., 1982)

In People v. McCarthy, 135 AD2d 1113 (4th Dept
1987), probable cause was established where the
defendant’s eyes were bloodshot, his speech slurred,
and there was a strong odor of alcohol coming from
the car.

Defendant’s girlfriend, Dr. Katie Clark, a veterinarian,
testified that she observed the defendant some 25 to
40 minutes after Officer Sterritt’s observations, and
failed to see any obvious signs of intoxication. It is
a matter of common knowledge that, as time passes,
people sober up. It is within the realm of possibility
that defendant did sober up to some extent in the 
25 to 40 minutes which passed to account for 
Dr. Clark’s observations. Such a divergence of
observations between Officer Sterritt and Dr. Clark
are suitable for exploration at a trial but are not 
dispositive at a suppression hearing. As stated by
the U.S. Supreme Court:

The right to confrontation is basically a trial
right. It includes both the opportunity to 
crossexamine and the occasion for the jury to
weigh the demeanor of the witness. A preliminary
hearing is ordinarily a much less searching
exploration into the merits of a case than a trial
simply because its function is more limited one
of determining whether probable cause exists
to hold the accused for trial.” (Barber v. Page,

390 U.S 719. 725, 88 S.Ct. 1318, 1322, 20
L.Ed.2d 255 (1969).)

The same can be said for the divergence of testimony
between Officer Steritt and Dr. Clark as to whether
or not the taillights were showing a mixture of red
and white light when she arrived some 25 to 40
minutes after the arrest.

Dr. Clark also testified that, two days after the
arrest, she took photographs and video of the rear of
defendant’s car to show that no white light emanated
from the tail lights. Again, the possibility that
repairs were or were not made between the time of
the arrest and the date and time of the taking of the
photos and video is a matter for trial rather than for
a suppression hearing.

For all of the reasons set forth, supra, defendant’s
motion is denied in toto. This matter is adjourned to
June 17, 2015, for such purposes as are consistent
with this opinion and decision.

This Decision also constitutes the Order of this
Court.

Dated: May 28, 2015
Red Hook, New York

So Ordered.

JONAH TRIEBWASSER
Justice, Village of Red Hook
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Quiz of the Month Submitted By Hon. Richard M. Parker

ACROSS
1      Receives cash bail when the defendant’s bail is forfeited for

failure to appear [abbrev.]
6      A bail bond other than an insurance company bail bond

which is not secured by any deposit or lien.
8      Where an insurance company bail bond is filed.
10    Not available at arraignment for a defendant charged with

a felony who has two prior felony convictions.
11    The court may choose not to set bail on a defendant who is

charged with a ________ even if the underlying offense is
not a felony. [abbrev.]

13    A justice’s decision regarding bail comes from the judicious
use of discretion developed over time and by experience
such that the task is more this than a science.

14    Release decision that a justice would most likely make if the
defendant charged with a minor offense is gainfully
employed, owns a home in the community, has family in the
community and has no previous criminal history. [abbrev.]

15    Has to be given a reasonable opportunity to be heard 
regarding the bail in a felony case [two words]

DOWN
2      One of the authorized forms of bail is ______________ or

similar device. [2 words]
3      To whom the decision on bail ultimately falls absent a

statutory directive.
4      The deposit sum of money not exceeding this percentage of

the total undertaking secures a partially secured bail bond.
5      This is filled out by the bail bondsman and contains all the

required information which the court needs to sign a
release order.

7      Secures a secured bail bond.
9      A justice would be highly unlikely to ROR a defendant it

has determined to be ______________ risk.
12    Number of forms of bail that the court must set.

Answers on Page 9
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Provide A Public Service with NYSP 
 

THE NYSP DRIVER IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM IS NOW AVAILABLE ONLINE  
 
New York Safety Program (NYSP) announces a new convenient way to provide driver safety education benefits. The
NYSP 6-Hour PIRP (Point and Insurance Reduction Program) is now available online as well as in the classroom. That
means violators may participate in the NYSP driver improvement program from any computer with an internet
Connection 24/7. In the development of the online version of the syllabus we were careful to include security and the
integrity you rely on and expect from NYSP. Because of the use of superior technology and adherence to a proven
curriculum the NYSPOLINE.com website represents the best program of its kind.

NYSP classroom courses are also available at conveniently located classroom facilities with classes scheduled in two
parts during the evening on weekdays or in one session on the weekend.

 

 

NYSP provides feedback to the court! 
For years NYSP has provided information regarding violator participation in the classroom PIRP course for

analytic purposes. This feedback has always been provided by NYSP at no cost to municipalities through the NYSP
Court Referral Program. The same service is now available for the internet version of the NYSP PIRP class.

Use the contact information provided below to get the details on how to participate in this program.     

 

WHY WE WANT YOU TO ENCOURAGE VIOLATORS TO TAKE THIS COURSE: 

According to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration of the U.S. Department of Transportation, “In 2008,
there were an estimated 5,811,000 police-reported traffic crashes, in which 37,261 people were killed and 2,346,000
people were injured; 4,146,000 crashes involved property damage only.” “An average of 102 people died each day in
motor vehicle crashes in 2008 — one every 14 minutes.” A comprehensive study released on May 9, 2002, by the
NHTSA shows that the economic impact of motor vehicle crashes on America’s roadways has reached $230.6 billion per
year, or an average of $820 for every person living in the United States. The NHTSA study, The Economic Impact of
Motor Vehicle Crashes 2000, also estimates the annual economic cost of roadway crashes: $61 billion in lost workplace
productivity, $20.2 billion in lost household productivity, $59 billion in property damage, $32.6 billion in medical costs
and $25.6 billion in travel delay costs. All told the cost of motor vehicle crashes in the United States has reached 2.3
percent of the U.S. gross domestic product.

And, from Money Magazine, 5/03, p.89: “crashes remain the leading cause of death for Americans, ages one to 34.”

 
POINT & INSURANCE REDUCTION PROGRAM
 

 

Statewide: (800) 942-6874 • info@nysp.com  www.NYSP.com 
 

NEW YORK STATE DEPT OF MOTOR VEHICLES APPROVED 
 

NYSP Affiliations include: 
ounty Legislators and Supervisors (CLA ounties

deration of New York Insurance Professionals (FNYIP rk Federation of Professional Health Educators
(NYSFP ict Council 37 (DC3 vice Employees Association (CSEA) ls Administrators

Association of New York (CSAA)

Effectiveness of the NYSP Program; The last effectiveness study of the program indicates that it results in
35% reduction in traffic accidents and a 65% reduction in traffic violations

On the Internet 24 hours a day 365 days a year
Or conveniently scheduled classroom courses available near you



NEW YORK STATE MAGISTRATES ASSOCIATION
163 Delaware Avenue, Suite 108
Delmar, New York 12054

  
      Leaders in Service & Training since 1974 

 
The National Traffic Safety Institute not only offers the NY DMV approved 6-hour defensive 
driving/traffic safety course, we also provide effective and cost efficient educational solutions to courts, 
probation departments and individuals.  
 

Court Diversion – Awareness Programs 
Our programs/workshops can be used as a sentencing alternative or court avoidance tool. In addition 
employers can use our training materials as a valuable in-house employee training and development 
program. 
 
Theft/Consumer Awareness Workshop (Adults & Youth): 
Instructor led 4-6-8 hour class. Completion certificate available 
 
Anger Awareness Workshop Level 1 (Adults & Youth): 
Instructor led 6-8-16 hour class. Completion certificate available 
 
Alcohol/Drug Awareness Education Program (Adults only) 
Focus:  Important information on alcohol and other drugs .Instructor 
led 8 hour class. Completion certificate available 
 

 
Civic Responsibility Life Skills Program (Adults Only): 
Focus: Personal Choices; Values; Action Planning & more 
Instructor led 6 hour workshop. Completion certificate available 
 
Youth Success Workshop (Youth Only) 
Focus: Peer Pressure, Self-Image, Goal Planning & more 
Instructor led 4 hour workshop. Completion certificate available 
 

6 Hour Defensive Driving Classes (Available online or classroom) NTSI’s
 
New York Defensive Driving

 
course

 
contains the most current information on defensive driving, 

traffic laws, collision avoidance, and the affects of alcohol and drugs on drivers. NTSI is a DMV-licensed 
Sponsoring agency

 
approved since 1979

.  
Attendees can receive 10% on liability insurance,

 
reduce up to 4 

points on their
 
license (if applicable) and certificate is good for 3 years.

 

 
For more information visit our website WWW.NTSI.COM or contact us at 

1.800.733.6874, email at ntsine@ntsi.com  or fax us at 718.720.7021 
201 Edward Curry Avenue, Suite 206, Staten Island, NY 10314 
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